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Recently, several pieces of content regarding COVID-19 ‘mass screening’ were
published.
 

One such publication, in The New England Journal of Medicine presented the personal perspective of Prof.
Michael Mina, who explained the immediate need for mass screening early on (even at lower accuracy).
According to Mina, mass screening methods can allow detection COVID prevalence, before people spread it
widely — thus, reducing the pandemic into a controlled disease. In his article, Prof. Mina points out we are
currently identifying COVID-19 infected individuals after it is too late, long after these people had spread the
disease to others. The reason for this recurrent miss is the regulatory bodies’ demand for high sensitivity
values, usually over 95%. Such steep levels of sensitivity are achieved only after the tested individual has a
pronounced viral load, rendering that person as highly contagious. This misguided focus on sensitivity hit the
news due to reports of growing numbers of COVID-19 positive personnel in the White House, including the
president himself. After buying large amounts of Abbott’s new antigen test, it was used there in an off-label
matter — as a screening method, rather than a diagnostic test (its intended use, according to the FDA’s EUA
approval). This misuse led to officials missing the rise in infected levels.
 

In effect, the gap between the need for screening methods and the FDAs exaggerated focus on high
accuracy, is filled with badly executed off-label solutions.


Simple digital means could be adopted widely, at low cost, to enable mass screening for identifying the risks
and managing the pandemic spread in real time. This disease needs to be managed in areas of contact, i.e.
when entering a place, one should input information of their status (even selectively), to allow prediction of
disease spread and grant safe passage. AI based questionnaires should be able to predict an individual’s
infection status at 70% sensitivity and 97% specificity. This can be further improved using physical tests like
objective smelling, or digital scent check.

The figure above is presented in Prof. Mina’s article — it depicts how a low-sensitivity, frequently performed
test is as good as (if not better than) a high-sensitivity, sporadic testing method. Meaning, using a simple,
non-invasive, non-expensive method of screening will achieve the same effect as a pricey, complex test — it
is all a matter of frequency. Obviously, frequent swabbing is impractical as well as inconvenient — PCR tests
are complicated to perform, are financially implausible and may even be harmful. This chart emphasizes the
importance of screening methods, while reducing the importance of high precision levels.


Furthermore, prevalence awareness is key — identifying increases in real time calls for actions that can stop
any further spreading of the disease. Such a model can be easily tested on a large population and validated
after a few weeks. Had the White House embraced this approach, it would have closed its gates for a couple
of weeks once the initial rise in cases was detected. After this rather short quarantine — they could have gone
back to work under minimal risk of being infected.
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